
The Cloud
Management Platform

Sigil by Arkahna, is a comprehensive cloud
management Software as a Service (SaaS)
platform, expertly tailored for Azure,
Dynamics 365, Microsoft 365, GitHub,
Atlassian tools, and custom Azure-based
applications. 

The robust Sigil platform ensures stringent
governance, proactive monitoring, and
operational excellence. 
With a focus on automation, best practice
standards, and access to expert knowledge, 

Sigil delivers a seamless, evergreen
operational service, ensuring cloud
environments are not just maintained but
continually optimised for performance,
security, and efficiency.

Governance and Compliance Assurance
Proactive Service Monitoring and Incident
Management
Best Practice Standards with Advanced
Tooling
Access to Arkahna's Specialist Team
Outcomes-Based Operational Approach
Evergreen, Continuously Improving
Service
Streamlined Onboarding
Monthly Operational Reviews with
Optimisation and Improvement
Recommendations
Transparent Service Level Agreements
Flexible Pricing and Subscription Models

Key Offerings:

Who is Sigil for?
Businesses of all sizes looking to manage and optimise their Azure, D365 and M365 environments.
Companies using GitHub and Atlassian tools seeking expert management and integration.
Organisations with custom applications built on Azure with a desire to adopt a Site Reliability Engineering
and Platform Engineering approach.
Teams that prefer to focus on core business activities and the development of their applications while
entrusting cloud management to experts.
Enterprises needing to adhere to strict governance and compliance standards in their cloud operations.



Contact:

      info@ar kahna.io

      https://arkahna.io/sigil

GET SIGIL

Sigil by Arkahna is more than a cloud management tool; it's a strategic partner,
enabling your business to harness the full potential of your cloud environments.

Available now, Sigil stands as a beacon of operational
excellence, security, and innovation in cloud management

SOUNDS GOOD...
BUT WHAT CAN SIGIL

DO FOR ME?

But what needs will it address?
Need for stringent governance and compliance in cloud environments, ensuring security and adherence to
standards.
Desire to proactively monitor and manage cloud infrastructure to prevent downtime and optimise
performance.
Requirement for access to specialised knowledge in cloud management without expanding internal teams.
Necessity for an outcomes-based operational approach, ensuring measurable improvements in cloud
operations.
Demand for an evergreen service that evolves with the latest in cloud management practices and
technologies.
Requirement for transparent and flexible pricing models that align with various business sizes and needs.

Your organisation's cloud environment is an
extension of your existing IT infrastructure and
should meet all the same governance standards. 
Too often though, responsibility for this gets pushed onto an over-stretched IT team or eats up valuable
development time. Sigil makes sure your environment complies with standards and best practices, saving your
technical team precious hours.
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